
Nature is like a magical journey that transforms with every step.  

Travel to Borneo’s Rain Forests, which offer a lush and humid habitat  
to some very noisy residents! Then brave the Namib Desert—  

a dry, barren landscape where many have set up home. 

In the Pacific Ocean you’ll find animals living in some of  
the deepest, darkest waters on Earth. While the Black Forest in Germany—  

a dark, mystical place—is a haven for many woodland creatures. 

You’ll find wildlife thriving in the harshest conditions, from the top 
of the Andes Mountains to the windswept moors below,  

while the warm Natural Springs of Florida are the  
perfect place for animals to laze and lounge.  

Open the pages of this stunning book 
to discover the changing face of nature . . . .  

For my smiley baby Willow, 
who made a home of me while I wrote this ~ H.P.

To Zulf, who can make me feel home anywhere ~ I.L.
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The Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) is a global, not-for-profit organization
dedicated to the promotion of responsible forest management worldwide. 
FSC® defines standards based on agreed principles for responsible forest 

stewardship that are supported by environmental, social, and economic 
stakeholders. To learn more, visit www.fsc.org



Incredible  Incredible  
Rain forestRain forest
The vast island of  

Borneo is famous 

      for its tropical 

rain forests,
 which are home to  

     an amazing world  

of wildlife. Travel down  

from the tops of  

the trees to see its  

   wonders appear.

At the top of towering trees, 
settling fog provides water 
for the creatures and plants 
at the roof of the forest. 

Emergent LayerEmergent Layer 

The yellow meranti tree has  
lightweight seeds that spin  
like helicopters  
all the way to 
the forest floor.

The long-tailed parakeet 
is a very sociable animal 
that sometimes lives in 
a flock of thousands! 

Giant honeybees build their 
nests far off the ground  

in the tualang tree, also  
known as “the tree  
of swarming bees.”

 

Dawn bats travel many 
 miles to feed on pollen  

and nectar from  
plants that flower  
during the night.




